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ABSTRACT

The utilization of digital picture search and retrieval has grown substantially in numerous fields for different
purposes during the last decade, owing to the continuing advances in image processing and computer vision
approaches. In multiple real-life applications, for example, social media, content-based face picture retrieval is
a well-invested technique for large-scale databases, where there is a significant necessity for reliable retrieval
capabilities enabling quick search in a vast number of pictures. Humans widely employ faces for recognizing and
identifying people. Thus, face recognition through formal or personal pictures is increasingly used in various real-
life applications, such as helping crime investigators retrieve matching images from face image databases to identify
victims and criminals. However, such face image retrieval becomes more challenging in large-scale databases, where
traditional vision-based face analysis requires ample additional storage space than the raw face images already
occupied to store extracted lengthy feature vectors and takes much longer to process and match thousands of face
images. This work mainly contributes to enhancing face image retrieval performance in large-scale databases using
hash codes inferred by locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) for facial hard and soft biometrics as (Hard BioHash) and
(Soft BioHash), respectively, to be used as a search input for retrieving the top-k matching faces. Moreover, we
propose the multi-biometric score-level fusion of both face hard and soft BioHashes (Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion)
for further augmented face image retrieval. The experimental outcomes applied on the Labeled Faces in the Wild
(LFW) dataset and the related attributes dataset (LFW-attributes), demonstrate that the retrieval performance of the
suggested fusion approach (Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion) significantly improved the retrieval performance compared
to solely using Hard BioHash or Soft BioHash in isolation, where the suggested method provides an augmented
accuracy of 87% when executed on 1000 specimens and 77% on 5743 samples. These results remarkably outperform
the results of the Hard BioHash method by (50% on the 1000 samples and 30% on the 5743 samples), and the Soft
BioHash method by (78% on the 1000 samples and 63% on the 5743 samples).
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1 Introduction

Every day, a massive volume of multimedia data, including texts, photos, and videos, is created
on the internet due to social media and search engines’ revolutionary growth. Therefore, there was a
sharp concurrent rise in utilizing large photo databases [1,2]. Recently, content-based image retrieval
(CBIR) has drawn a lot of attention due to the growing need to enhance the efficiency and capacities
of picture search and retrieval to better handle large-scale databases that may contain billions of
images. Furthermore, an extremely effective and reliable retrieval method is required for such large-
scale data searches. CBIR has numerous applications in several fields. For instance, in the forensics
field, it can be used to aid in criminal investigation [3]. The CBIR method aims to search the image
database for images similar to the query input image. Pair-wise label similarity is deemed a common
essential way to find similar images, where it often measures the distance among features of a picture
via Manhattan distance or the k-nearest neighbor algorithm (kNN) [4]. Face image retrieval aims to
find the top matches and rank the outcomes based on similarity to a specific query on a face picture
database. In large-scale databases, significant demand exists for more effective content-based face
picture retrieval in various applications. A practical retrieval algorithm must rank a huge number of
pictures precisely and rapidly while working with enormous datasets so that the most related images
appear first in the ranked and then retrieved results. Nevertheless, retrieving a person’s facial picture
from a sizable dataset among many human facial pictures can be more challenging [3]. It is time- and
space-consuming, and in some cases, the image might not seem accurately retrieved as needed because
of the striking resemblance between identical faces, such as twin people’s faces or alike people’s faces, as
the number increases. In that case, the facial features and shapes of the similar twins’ faces may also be
utilized to differentiate between them. Therefore, the system allows obtaining only the relevant images
[5]. This shows that extracting discriminative facial features from image pixels is essential for increasing
the accuracy of retrieving facial images. In general, a retrieval system, which depends on extracting
multiple attributes, can make it easier to distinguish between comparable images in a database and
index or rank them according to their similarity. Even though many researchers focus on different
and multiple image attributes, achieving the requisite high performance still represents a challenging
issue [6].

Moreover, it is still challenging to retrieve an encrypted image from a database due to the fact that
it should be instantly accomplished while maintaining particularity [7]. As a rapid fix to that issue,
hash technology can efficiently solve the problems of time spent, privacy preservation, and increased
storage costs during querying and retrieving images. The primary purpose of a hash function is to
assign streamlined representative codes for high-dimensional data. The fundamental procedure of a
hash method includes allocating photos with similar content to comparable binary codes, allowing
maintenance of the semantic closeness of the images [8].

Recently, multimodal biometric systems have received more attention than unimodal systems [9].
The classification scores are fused using a fusion method, and the result of that fusion will be the final
classification [10]. Feature fusion is a critical technique enabling a multimodal biometric system to
integrate different biometrics’ capabilities to identify people. This is because it can improve security
and overall recognition rates by combining multiple biometric sources at one level, such as scores or
features level [9]. Fig. 1 shows the major steps in multimodal biometric score-level fusion systems.

The research is motivated by several aspects. First, human identification is a fundamental
component of many applications, and due to the global digital revolution and the sharp rise in social
media usage over the past decade, a massive volume of multimedia data demands to be handled with
greater effectiveness and better retrieval performance. Second, hashing methods have attracted much
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interest in the field of retrieving images and have significantly impacted improving image retrieval
performance. Third, fusing multiple biometric data sources enhances the overall performance of any
system in comparison to unimodal data.

Figure 1: Multimodal biometric score-level fusion

Even though face photo retrieval utilizing a CBIR approach is a well-invested technique for
numerous real-world applications, it takes a long time and demands ample storage space, which may
adversely affect performance efficiency. This issue is still present even when employing biometric data
of very low dimensionality, for instance, face soft biometrics, for retrieving a similar face photo,
specifically from extensive databases of uncontrolled face photos. As a result, face hard or soft
biometric-based hash codes in isolation and even fusing similarity matching scores of both hard
and soft hash codes can be examined, utilized, and compared for performance improvement in face
image retrieval. Such facial hard and soft biometric-based hash codes can be generated using hashing
methods, such as locality-sensitive hashing (LSH), which many related research studies have effectively
used. To the best of our knowledge, the existent research works are still being investigated and
comparing the hash-based face image retrieval performance of three counterparts: hard biometric-
based hash code (Hard BioHash), soft biometric-based hash code (Soft BioHash), and the match
score-level fusion of both hard and soft BioHashes (Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion). In this hash-based
face image retrieval, Hard BioHash substitutes the traditional hard face biometrics with their related
LSH-based hash codes. In contrast, Soft BioHash replaces the conventional face soft biometrics
with their related LSH-based hash codes. Consequently, the primary contribution of this study is as
follows:

• To improve face image retrieval performance via the suggested method of Hard-Soft BioHash
Fusion, we proved and revealed it in the third experiment in Subsection 5.3.

• To investigate and demonstrate the efficiency of the Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion method
as compared with the conventional Hard BioHash approach and its soft biometric-based
counterpart method of Soft BioHash, we implement the experiments of those methods and
compare the performance of each of them in Section 6.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 shows relevant studies. Section 3
describes the LSH method and biometrics fusion methods. Section 4 describes the proposed method-
ology. Details of the experimental setup are provided in Section 5. The results and discussion are
demonstrated in Section 6. Lastly, Section 7 presents the conclusion and future works of this study.

2 Related Works

This section addresses relevant studies on various facial picture retrieval and recognition methods.
The reviewed relevant research can be classified concerning our suggested method into four classifi-
cations: conventional methods of face image retrieval, biometric recognition and retrieval using hash
methods, face image retrieval utilizing face soft biometrics, and multimodal biometric fusion. Fig. 2
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shows the categories of relevant research and highlights the area of our research interest, representing
the intersection between all four classifications.

Figure 2: Categories of literature review and the area of our research interest

2.1 Conventional Methods of Face Image Retrieval

Several researchers note that numerous documents now use a picture of a human’s face to identify
them. Therefore, using a picture of a face to index and find these documentation papers is important.
In [11], they came up with a three-step plan for using face images to find documents. Firstly, a face
picture for the query must be detected in the document. Secondly, to pull out features from the face
image. Third, to get all documents that have a face picture matching the query document. The result
of their method has a mean average precision of 82.66% (MAP). To improve the major drawbacks
of previous methods, including productivity, inferior precision, reliability, and the issue of excessive
segmentation, the authors of [12] developed a novel method for obtaining face pictures based on the
image’s content and employing several metrics to measure similarity. They concluded that their system
could function more effectively if various algorithms were applied at various process stages.

There exist numerous real-world uses for large-scale face image retrieval. In [13], their exploration
is specifically associated with Hadoop’s impact on large-scale face image retrieval. They introduced a
new method for face retrieval by utilizing deep learning based on the Hadoop platform. They used the
histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) method and support vector machine (SVM) method to detect
faces from the images. For feature extraction, they employed a deep residual network. Their results
showed that the retrieval of large-scale facial images could be improved. As for their future work, they
suggested that they still need to study the parallel computing models Hadoop and MapReduce, and
their applications in large-scale face image retrieval. The main concern of [14] is the impact of the spark
processing engine on massive machine learning-based facial image retrieval. They applied Viola&Jones
to recognize the faces, the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) approach to extract the features,
the principal component analysis (PCA) method to reduce the dimensions, HBase to store the data,
and finally, the KD-tree query algorithm for the matching. The results of conducting their study on
the CelebA dataset indicated the method’s effectiveness. For their future work, they would continue
to investigate its other possible applications. In [15], the authors considered the problem that under
a certain threshold, massive face image databases might consume a much longer time for retrieval.
They applied a fuzzy clustering-based quick retrieval technique on a large database of face photos to
obtain a pedigree map and a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) model for feature extraction.
After the node’s center point feature vector was computed, it was stored in the pedigree map. The role
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of the pedigree map is to speed up retrieval. Their proposed method received improved results and
significantly reduced the number of comparisons for images that were retrieved.

2.2 Biometric Recognition and Retrieval Using Hash Methods

Many relevant research studies utilize various methods of hashing for recognition, data safe-
guarding, and retrieval. The researchers in [16] suggested using a similarity-preserving compression
strategy for unsupervised hashing to lighten the storage burden while maintaining high precision. Their
experiments with large-scale retrieval showed that their compression method achieved high accuracy
with a small amount of storage space. The authors of [1] proposed a new error-corrected deep cross-
modal hashing (CMH-ECC) method to accelerate queries for images and reduce the cost of storage
space. The cross-modal hashing module (CMH module) trains a deep neural network (DNN) to create
intermediate hash codes that would be used in the retrieval process where the error-correcting code
module (ECC module) has forward error correction (FEC). The FEC decoder’s role was to discover
the nearest codeword that would be used to retrieve the image. Their results showed that this strategy
could improve face image retrieval.

Several prerequisites have been proposed for prompt identification and retrieval of the face image
[17]. Their suggested deep learning-based hashing for face identification and retrieval employed the
FaceNet model for extracting deep features of the face, which then converted the feature vectors to
binary hash codes. They concluded that their method retrieved just 48 objects with a hash code of size
64 might frequently contain the matching individual for a specific face picture query. Nevertheless,
their algorithm requires more precision to retrieve analogous face pictures at the higher ranks. For
improving facial image retrieval from a database, the research study in [8] presented a new iterative
method of deep neural decoder cross-modal hashing (DNDCMH). It has two parts: Attribute-based
deep cross-model hashing that generates hash code in DNDCMH to improve the retrieval of face
images and a neural error-correcting decoder that corrects the hash code that was previously generated.
This method works in two stages: the first stage uses an attribute as input for a retrieved face picture,
and the second stage retrieves a related face picture for that attribute. Their approach surpassed the
performance of other existing cross-modal hashing approaches as per their comparison. However,
their retrieval performance is degraded if the number of facial features is increased.

Recently, the research work in [18] introduced a method to improve face image retrieval perfor-
mance that replaces face soft biometrics with their related hash codes utilizing LSH (Soft BioHash).
They concluded that their approach is superior to the traditional method that uses hashing for
standard face features with shorter retrieval time and higher accuracy, as it was applied to the database
LFW and LFW attributes.

2.3 Face Image Retrieval Utilizing Face Soft Biometrics

The authors suggested a model in [19] that combines the force of traits and hypergraphs into
one structure and utilizes it in different face picture retrieval missions. Their model includes tasks
comprising trait-based hypergraph learning, attribute adaptation on metrics, and associated feedback
for an interactive retrieval process. Hence, their learned distance measure improved retrieval accuracy
and speeded up interactive face retrieval. They mainly concluded that the semantic variation among
person and machine face perceptions had enormously decreased. The research work [20] explored
the viability of merging global face soft biometrics with standard hard biometrics to enhance face
identification and authentication capabilities by extracting facial Gabor features from the FERET
dataset, along with a suggested small set of six universal soft biometrics to assess the effectiveness of
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those soft attributes in improving the traditional Gabor-based face recognition algorithm. Therefore,
a crowdsourcing platform was used to gather soft biometrics for each individual in the dataset. This
work concluded that the performance of face recognition was improved based on identification and
verification measures. In [21], the authors concentrated on increasing face image retrieval precision.
The DCNN technique was used to retrieve the basic information from the input facial image and
an improved grey wolf optimization (GWO) was utilized to extract the best features from the restored
features. Their strategy allowed them to solve some existing techniques’ shortcomings while improving
retrieval speed and accuracy.

2.4 Multimodal Biometric Fusion

The fusion scheme represents an essential component of the multimodal biometric system. In [22],
a proposed novel method was applied to KINECT gait and face images, representing a multimodal
fusion biometric system. The proposed method starts with an enrollment step, where features from
the gait and face modalities are extracted independently and entered into the system database. Then,
the matching feature technique based on kNN is applied during an identification phase. Borda count
and logistic regression are the most widely used rank-level fusion techniques applied to investigate the
multimodal system’s overall accuracy. Furthermore, the average sum method was used to examine
match score-level fusion. The main finding of their study was that using Borda count, logistic
regression, and the average sum method gave an accuracy of 93.33%, 96.67%, and 96.67%, respectively.
On the other hand [23], Peng et al. showed how to combine the score vectors of a fingerprint and a
finger vein at the level. Each unimodal identification system was executed independently to produce
a score vector. They divided the score range into interest zones using clustering analysis, and the
decisions were made using a decision tree and weighted-sum methods. Their experiments showed that
the fusion system outperformed the single-mode identification method.

In [24], they suggested using score-level fusion to improve how well two unimodal systems can
recognize. The proposed method consists of three steps: Euclidean distance (ED) to classify the face
and iris features separately, normalize the ratings, and apply the sum rule to combine the scores.
The experimental results indicated that their fusion approach successfully classified 40 individuals
with accuracy scores between 95% and 100%. However, testing it on a large dataset was still needed.
In [25], the authors proposed a multimodal biometric identification approach based on the score-
level fusion of two modalities, the iris and the fingerprint, to create a vector of scores. Preliminary
analysis using the k-means clustering method resulted in the division of the score range into three
zones of interest that are pertinent to the suggested identification procedure. The extracted regions
were then subject to fusion utilizing two different methods: the first was based on classification by
the decision tree combined with the weighted sum (BCC), and the second was based on fuzzy logic
(BFL). Their results showed that the three error rates were reduced, and the recognition rate was
increased, reaching 95% for the fusion technique based on BCC and 94.44% for BFL. However, this
method’s viability still needs to be validated with large datasets. On the other hand, the increasing
use of biometric technologies for authentication in various applications, ranging from e-passports
to attendance systems, drives the need for rapid retrieval of information from biometric databases.
In [26], they employed a data-dependent hashing strategy that utilizes optimized multidimensional
spectral hashing with a hash table lookup. Biometric features for the palm, iris, and face are generated
using the GIST descriptor; then, they are combined into binary hash code using a bio-inspired cuckoo
search method. The multi-biometric database utilized to measure retrieval performance in this study
comprises tiny binary codes representing fused features. According to their experiment’s findings,
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the hit and penetration rates have significantly increased for acceptable recognition accuracy with
a retrieval time of 6.90 s, where they attain a penetration rate of 7% with a hit rate of 90%.

3 Background
3.1 LSH Method

LSH is among the common ways to find approximate nearest neighbors in environments with high
dimensions. The LSH was first designed for the Hamming distance; it was previously used for other
distances, such as the commonly known Euclidean distance. LSH maps the authentic high-dimensional
area to the anticipated low-dimensional area utilizing arbitrary hash projections, and it has two main
advantages: theoretical guarantees of query accuracy and sub-linear query effectiveness (concerning
the amount of data volume) [27]. The LSH family H means the probability distribution P on a hash
function family h, where the set of items A and B are used to make the similarity function S [28,29]. It
can be defined by:

Ph ∈ H [h (A) = h (B)] = S (A, B) (1)

The concept of LSH is highlighted by the fact that the authentic picture is represented by the LSH
method in the form of a low-latitude binary hash code rather than directly saving the high-latitude
picture information. A hash code is generated and used to construct an index to match and locate the
query image’s nearest neighbors. LSH will then produce a collection of hash tables using the random
projection approach [30]. Compared to the total number of entered objects, in the LSH conception,
the number of buckets is substantially smaller. Reference [29] and a hash table could be involved with
any number of feature vectors and buckets. The general procedure by which LSH creates the indexes
that facilitate search and retrieval is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Using LSH to create an image data index and represent each subject by a bucket in this
context

Hence, as illustrated in Fig. 3, to achieve retrieval by utilizing a (query) input picture (Xn), the
distance between each image in the database and the input image’s hash is calculated to find the
most similar images. As a result, there is a higher chance of getting the most similar samples, rather
than dissimilar ones, to be hashed with similar hashes and assigned to the same bucket. In Fig. 4, for
instance, there are three images where the two images to the right are strikingly similar. Consequently,
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the distance between h(man1) and h(man2) hash codes of the same subject is considerably closer than
the distance between h(man1) and the hash code of another subject of h(woman) since the two photos
of the same person seem much more comparable from a semantic standpoint, as shown in Fig. 4.
Therefore, after removing the whole data from the pertinent bucket (subject), performing matching
on that data linearly, and finding analogous pictures, it is possible to find analogous pictures that
meet the query criteria when querying a photo [30].

Figure 4: Subject image similarities and their corresponding hash similarities

3.2 Multi-Biometric Fusion Methods

Many decision channels are required when employing multiple biometric modalities. Fusion is
a technique used to combine two or more biometric features. Biometric fusion is the term used to
describe the design approach that can merge the classified findings from each biometric channel
[31]. During the identification or verification process, multimodal biometric fusion is used to fuse
various biometric data types for expected improved reliability and performance. Such fusion makes
the process more robust and reduces the number of mistakes that may happen [31]. The different
levels of multimodal biometric information fusion can be categorized into two main groups (as
shown in Fig. 5) based on the kind of multimodal biometric information being fused before or after
matching [22].

Figure 5: Categorization of multi-biometric fusion methods

Fusion before matching combines the raw data or raw features before they are compared to a
sample to determine the proper identity. Typically, they are named sensor-level and feature-level fusion
[22]. When two or more sensors detect the same biometric trait, sensor-level fusion combines the raw
data from those readings [31,32]. However, combining two or more pictures from different sensors into
a single picture while keeping the key elements of each original image illustrates the extent of sensor-
level fusion. It is referred to as data-level or image-level fusion if the image data is combined without
further processing. The most fundamental method of image fusion is calculating the average of the
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images acquired from several sensors [33]. On the other hand, feature-level fusion represents feature
sets extracted and combined from multiple samples [31,32].

The fusion after matching involves match score-level, rank-level, and decision-level fusion. The
process can be summarized as matching a sample’s biometric modalities to those in the individual
biometric dataset. Rank-level fusion, which fuses the outcomes of two or more individuals, generates
an indexing of the candidates in the database template. The score-level fusion combines the matching
scores from two separate classifiers. It demonstrates the similarity between the testing and training
templates. After the identification results from each unique biometric sample have been obtained, a
matching score has been calculated for every individual’s sample for each modality (e.g., face and gait)
[22]. The match score-level fusion approach performs mathematical operations on various matching
scores, such as addition, subtraction, or median, to produce a single matching score [24]. Combining
the outcomes of various biometric matches to create a consolidated decision using the decision-level
fusion approach is possible. Also, the fuzzy-fusion method can be used both before and after matching.
This fusion method is typically used to reduce the dataset size when it is implemented before the
matching step. In addition, it can also be used in the post-matching stage to improve recognition
performance and boost confidence in the final results [31].

4 Proposed Methodology

The objective of the proposed study is to improve face photo retrieval performance. Consequently,
we examined the proposed Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion’s capability to precisely retrieve face photos
compared with the traditional unimodal Hard BioHash and Soft BioHash methods in isolation.
We concurrently conducted the same experimentation with the same retrieval scenario for all three
approaches to accomplish this goal. Our experimental work constitutes five essential stages. Firstly, a
facial image was detected and normalized during the data preprocessing stage; then, it was mapped
and formed for the corresponding face soft biometrics. Secondly, we performed an extraction of
features and hash creation for the traditional (hard) face features (Hard BioHash), in addition to
hash creation for the face soft biometrics (Soft BioHash) introduced in [18]. Thirdly, the Euclidian
distance was utilized for retrieving analogous pictures. Fourthly, in the fusion similarity score phase,
after the distance metric is generated independently for each modality, match scores are generated
by normalizing the resulting scores of each modality and then fusing the normalized scores to get a
composite matching score (score-level fusion). After that, we used an arithmetic mean rule to find
and retrieve the top 20 most similar face pictures. Fifthly and lastly, the performance assessment was
carried out. Fig. 6 demonstrates the methodology embraced in the suggested research investigation.

4.1 Preprocessing

From the LFW dataset [34], we use only the face images of those that have related face attribute
data present in the LFW-attributes dataset [35], as will be covered in more detail in Section 5. A face
detection method based on Haar cascades functions was used to detect the subject’s face for each
image sample. Next, the background and all other elements are removed, keeping only the face as the
area of interest. Then, we cropped the detected face, resized it to 256 × 256 pixels, and transformed it
to grayscale as a normalization process. In the LFW-attributes of face traits, which was a ready-created
dataset, we reformed all its 73 face attribute data as soft biometric feature vectors and mapped them to
the related face images in the LFW dataset. The resulting mapped and reformed face attributes were
then utilized as a dataset for face soft biometrics. Note that further information about the procedure
for annotating face attribute data can be obtained in [35].
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Figure 6: The block diagram of the suggested research method

4.2 Feature Extraction and Hash Creation

The discriminatory features of faces are extracted from the normalized face photos by utilizing
an assemblage of discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients. For the images of size M × N, DCT
coefficients are calculated, the picture may be split into overlapped blocks of volume 32 × 32 pixels,
and a 2D-DCT process is carried out on every one of these blocks. The dimensions of the frequency
coefficient matrix are the same as the DCT block, which is significant because every DCT block has
1023 AC coefficients and one DC coefficient. Consequently, the resulting feature point for each picture
is minimized. The DCT coefficients are computed using the following formula:

F (u, v) = 1√
MN

α (u) α (v)
∑M−1

x=0

∑N−1

y=0
f (x, y) × cos

(
(2x + 1) uπ

2M

)
× cos

(
(2y + 1) vπ

2N

)
(2)

where u and v are the coordinates in the DCT coefficients, and u = 0, 1, . . . , M, v = 0, 1, . . . , N, x,
and y are the spatial coordinates in the picture block, the altered block is denoted by F(u,v), while the
block element is denoted by f(x,y), MN is the size of the bock, and α(u), α(v) can be defined by:

α (u, v) =
⎧⎨
⎩

1√
2

if u, v = 0

1 if otherwise

⎫⎬
⎭ (3)

Then, we created hashes for face soft biometrics (Soft BioHashes) and for features extracted from
face images (Hard BioHashes) by using open-source LSHash [36]. We will eventually have both Soft
BioHash and Hard BioHash for each sample in each dataset for hash-based retrieval. It should be
noted that feature extraction is not performed on the soft biometrics data derived from the face LFW-
attributes dataset.

4.3 Measuring the Distance for Analogous Pictures Retrieval

In this step, we obtain the top-k matching (most similar) face pictures for the face hard and
soft biometrics queries. The Hamming, Manhattan, Euclidean distance, and other helpful distance
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measures can be used to determine how close the query picture and database pictures resemble one
another. In this work, we used Euclidean distance in the retrieval process. The Euclidean distance (Deuc)
between two points X = (x1, x2, . . . , xp) and Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yp) can be defined as follows:

Deuc =
√∑p

i=1
(xi − yi)

2 (4)

Eventually, we used the proposed method of Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion (described in detail in
Subsection 5.3) to find and retrieve the top 20 face photos that are more analogous to a face photo
query.

4.4 Fusion of Similarity Scores

The score-level fusion method is used to raise the performance of a biometric system as a whole
[32]. By fusing scores from several biometric modalities, matching score-level fusion offers a suited
rule for calculating a final score. It is possible to consider the matching score-level fusion as the
separation of the scores into the Accept/Reject categories or as the combination of the scores to create
a single scalar score from multiple [37]. After generating the LSH codes and finding the similarity
scores independently for each modality, score normalization is required to convert them from various
modalities into a single domain. To get a composite matching score, the output set of normalized
scores is fused as score-level fusion using the arithmetic mean rule, also referred to as the sum rule
[38,39]. It can be formulated as follows:

Mmean (s1, s2, . . . sn) = 1
n

∑n

i=1
si (5)

where si is the score vector of modality i, and n is the number of modalities.

4.5 Performance Evaluation

To assess how well the proposed methods work and see which of the three BioHash methods is
superior in finding and retrieving accurate face pictures, we analyze and compare the performance of
the Hard BioHash, Soft BioHash, and Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion methods. The metrics described
below are used to evaluate each LSH-based retrieval technique from different aspects.

• Accuracy: True positives (TP) and true negatives (TN) represent the ratio of accurate outcomes
out of the whole of the tests performed, while (FP) and (FN) stand for false positives and false
negatives, respectively. It is a statistical measurement of the precision with which a condition is
retrieved or obliterated. The following formula can be used to compute the accuracy:

Accuracy = TP + TN
(TP + TN + FP + FN)

(6)

• Precision: A statistical measure of how well a retrieval method can search for and find the right
face image instead of the wrong one, and it can be calculated as the following:

Precision = TP
(TP + FP)

(7)

• Recall: A metric gauges a retrieval method’s capacity to consistently and successfully retrieve
the correct facial image. It can be defined as the following:

Recall = TP
(TP + FN)

(8)
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• F1-Score: The following formula is used to determine the F1-Score whenever precision and
recall have equal weighting:

F1-Score = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall/Precision + Recall (9)

• Cumulative match characteristic (CMC): The statistical analysis of the CMC curve for assessing
the effectiveness of a biometric identification method depends on the accuracy of each rank.
Afterward, the identification performance is defined according to the prorate order of match
scores.

5 Experimental Setup

In this research’s experimental work, we use the LFW, an uncontrolled environment dataset.
This dataset represents a challenge for the content-based face picture retrieval field. It contains an
enormous amount of face specimens (LFW dataset) together with a related dataset of traits (LFW
soft biometrics attributes dataset).

LFW dataset: is a popular dataset for face photos with more than 13,233 photos of 5,749
individuals. Among those, only 1,680 have two or more pictures [34]. It was created for use in
unconstrained face recognition research. Images in this dataset have no restrictions regarding pose,
illumination, expression, or occlusion.

LFW soft biometric attribute dataset: consists of 73 attributes acquired for 13,143 LFW face
images as soft biometric labels, describing gender, ethnicity, age, face shape/skin color/smiling/frown-
ing, mouth and nose shape/size, eye and eyebrow with/shape/thickness, hair and facial hair color/style,
and others [35]. For each label, a positive value shows that an attribute is present, while a negative
value shows that it is absent.

To evaluate the capabilities of the suggested approach and the retrieval effectiveness over variance
in dataset content and volume, we implemented our approach using two separate groups consisting
of 1000 and 5743 specimens of 823 unique persons who hold three pictures or more. Every group
comprises, for all included individuals, the same number of samples per individual from both the LFW
and LFW-attributes datasets, both describing the individual’s same face image. After that, we divided
each subset into 25% for testing and 75% for training. The adopted LSHash model is trained [36]
by specifying the hyperparameters: the input vector’s dimensions, hash length, and the total number
of hash tables. We conducted three experiments: the first deals with retrieving face pictures utilizing
traditional Hard BioHash; the second is based on retrieving face pictures utilizing Soft BioHash; and
the third is retrieving face images using the proposed method of Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion.

5.1 First Experiment: Retrieving Face Pictures Utilizing Hard BioHash

As illustrated in Fig. 7, we performed feature extraction using the DCT during this experiment.
Then, calculate a hash function h(x) using the LSH dimension reduction method for the features
extracted by DCT through the LSHash model [36], where the total number of nascent hash tables
is equal to the number of specimens (1000 and 5743), the entered matrices dimension is 32 × 32. The
resulting hash is of size 24 bits for the input query, and analogous feature values have been stowed
in the same bucket representing one subject through the random projection of the LSH algorithm.
The relevant bucket number that stores a similar Hard BioHash data to the Hard BioHash query is
acquired. Then, the relevant Hard BioHash data in that bucket are taken out to calculate the similarity.
Then, using the Euclidean distance metric to assess the closeness of the Hard BioHash of the query
face picture to all other Hard BioHashes stowed in the same bucket in the database, we can return the
top 20 face images accordingly.
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Figure 7: Retrieving face pictures utilizing the Hard BioHash method

5.2 Second Experiment: Retrieving Face Image Utilizing Soft BioHash

As face soft biometrics do not require feature extraction (as shown in Fig. 8), we create the
consequent hash code for the mapped and formatted face traits per sample, depending on LSH.
The amount of hash tables here is the same amount of attributes (i.e., 73). The hyperparameters are
the same as in the first experiment. The LSH technique stores analogous feature values in the same
bucket through the random projection of the LSH algorithm. The relevant bucket number that stores
Soft BioHash data similar to the Soft BioHash query is acquired. Then, the relevant Soft BioHash
data in that bucket are taken out to calculate the similarity. In the end, the top 20 face pictures that
match the input Soft BioHash query were finally found using Euclidean distance.

Figure 8: Retrieving face image utilizing the Soft BioHash method

5.3 Third Experiment: Retrieving Face Image Utilizing Proposed Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion

The framework of face retrieval using the suggested method is depicted in Fig. 9. There is a
need for score normalization after evaluating match scores from each modality [40]. In general,
normalization aims to set the mean and variance of datasets to particular values [23]. Therefore, during
this part of the experiment, before combining the scores inferred from the Hard BioHash query and
the Soft BioHash query, we use the median and median absolute deviation (MAD) technique as a
score normalization that can change the scores of several systems into a common domain. This score
normalization can be formulated as follows:
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s
′
k = sk − median

MAD
(10)

where s′
k represents the normalized score, sk stands for various matching scores, and

MAD = median(|sk − median|)
To fuse the resulting normalized scores, we used the arithmetic mean rule to fuse the matching

scores and produce a combined score. Then, the top 20 most similar face pictures are retrieved. As
shown in Fig. 10, the yellow circles represent the correct images matching the input Hard-Soft BioHash
Fusion query. An example of how to fuse the scores at the match score-level based on the arithmetic
mean rule is illustrated in Fig. 11.

Figure 9: Block illustration of retrieving similar face images using the proposed method

Figure 10: An example of retrieving the top 20 search results for the query image using the proposed
Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion method, where the correct match appears at ranks 1, 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14,
and 20
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Figure 11: A theoretical example of fusion scores using arithmetic mean rule at match score level

6 Discussion and Result Analysis

The conducted experiments showed promising results, and we concluded that the proposed
method (Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion) could be used to search and retrieve face images with signifi-
cantly augmented performance compared with Hard BioHash and Soft BioHash methods. Table 1
compares the performance accuracy results (20th rank accuracy, avg. accuracy until 20th rank,
and avg. accuracy until 60th rank) obtained from the preliminary analysis of the three experiments
described in Section 5 with various sizes of specimens. It can be noticed in Table 1 that our suggested
approach of Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion is the most possible and efficient, as it outperformed the
Hard BioHash and Soft BioHash methods on both subsets (1000 samples subset and 5743 samples
subset). For example, in the case of retrieving the top 20 analogous face pictures from the 1000 samples
subset, the retrieval accuracy of the proposed fusion approach increased the retrieval performance by
37.4% and 8.8% for Hard BioHash and Soft BioHash, respectively. Similarly, when retrieving the top
20 similar images from the 5743 samples subset, their accuracies were further increased by 47.5% and
14.1%, respectively. In order to show the reliability and stability of the suggested model performance,
Table 2 and Fig. 12 demonstrate the performance results in terms of the standard metrics (accuracy,
F1-Score, recall, and precision) with the various number of samples (1000 samples subset and 5743
samples subset). As can be observed, Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion yields superior results via all metrics
and with various sizes of data specimens.
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Table 1: Comparison of outcomes for average retrieval accuracy in different ranks

Approach Size of specimens 20th rank accuracy Avg. accuracy until
20th rank

Avg. accuracy
until 60th rank

Hard BioHash 1000 0.498 0.364 0.522
5743 0.294 0.214 0.317

Soft BioHash 1000 0.784 0.684 0.780
5743 0.628 0.530 0.647

Proposed Hard-Soft 1000 0.872 0.807 0.875
BioHash Fusion 5743 0.769 0.706 0.782

Table 2: Comparison of the performance in different assessment metrics

Evaluation
metrics

1000 specimens 5743 specimens

Hard
BioHash

Soft
BioHash

Proposed
Hard-Soft
BioHash Fusion

Hard
BioHash

Soft
BioHash

Proposed
Hard-Soft
BioHash Fusion

Accuracy 0.498 0.784 0.872 0.294 0.628 0.769
F1-Score 0.453 0.762 0.852 0.275 0.598 0.746
Recall 0.498 0.784 0.872 0.294 0.628 0.769
Precision 0.504 0.779 0.851 0.307 0.627 0.763

Figure 12: Performance comparison of Hard, Soft BioHash, and proposed Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion
approaches with varying typical assessment metrics. (a) When tested on 1000 specimens. (b) When
tested on 5743 specimens
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The above CMC curves (until 60th rank) are inferred to display the accuracy performance of
the Soft BioHash and Hard BioHash methods vs. the proposed Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion when
examined on 1000 and 5743 specimens, as depicted in Fig. 13. When tested on 1000 specimens, Fig. 13a
shows how accurately the proposed Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion approach performed in comparison
to the Soft BioHash and standard Hard BioHash methods, while Fig. 13b depicts the performance of
accuracy for the same three methods when tested on 5743 samples. The obtained results show that the
proposed Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion method outperforms, by all means, the Soft BioHash and the
standered Hard BioHash methods on both datasets of (1000 and 5743) samples throughout the ranks
from 1 to 60.

Figure 13: Retrieval performance based on CMC curves that compare the proposed Hard-Soft
BioHash Fusion approach with Hard and Soft BioHash approaches when tested on different numbers
of data specimens

6.1 Comparative Performance Analyses

Table 3 compares this work with other relevant works that utilized various hash techniques with
multi-biometric schemes, including face images. Table 3 provides the types of modalities, datasets,
fusion methodology, fusion level, hash method, average retrieval time, and Hard and Soft BioHash
fusion availability. Unlike the other compared studies, our research applied biometric hashing to an
unconstrained environment dataset, representing a far more realistic and challenging framework for
face recognition and content-based face image retrieval. Furthermore, our Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion
was uniquely used, where we applied three independent experiments on the LFW and LFW-attributes
datasets and examined the impacts of the number of images for each individual on retrieval efficiency.
As we merely selected individuals with three pictures or more in the dataset for each experiment, the
total number of photos stood at 5743.
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Table 3: Comparative analysis with previous studies

Study Modalities Databases Fusion
methodology

Fusion level Hash method Average
retrieval time

Hard and
Soft
BioHash
Fusion

[26] Face,
palmprint,
and iris.

IIT Delhi,
India.

Bio-inspired
cuckoo search
algorithm.

Feature-level Multi-
Dimensional
Spectral
Hashing
(MDSH)

6.09 s on 3360
samples.

×

[41] Face and
periocular
region.

AR, Ethnic,
Facescrub,
IMDB Wiki,
Pubfig, YTF.

Cancelable
SoftmaxOut
fusion
network
(CSMoFN).

Feature-level Multiplication
diagonal
compression,
permutation
SoftmaxOut
transforma-
tion (MDC,
PSMoT)

Not
mentioned

×

[42] Face, eyes,
nose, and
mouth regions.

FERET, LFW,
and PaSC.

Fusion
network.

Feature-level Bio-
convolving
encryption

Suffers from a
time
consumption
problem.

×

[43] Face, iris. WVU
multimodal
database.

Fully
concatenated
architecture,
bilinear
architecture
(FCA, BLA).

Feature-level Deep hashing
(binarization)
technique

Not
mentioned

×

Proposed
Hard-Soft
BioHash
Fusion

Face, face soft
biometrics.

LFW, LFW-
attributes.

Arithmetic
mean rule.

Score-level LSH 0.87 s on 1000
samples, 53.49
s on 5743
samples.

√

It can be observed from Table 3 that although the studies [26,41–43] have different purposes,
they all focused on the feature fusion of multimodal biometrics before utilizing any hash methods.
In contrast, our work uniquely focused on fusing multimodal hard and soft biometric hashes (i.e.,
Hard BioHash and Soft BioHash). However, it is challenging to thoroughly compare all aspects of
various multimodal schemes with this research work because of the variations in datasets used, the
techniques applied, the circumstances of each work, and the intersection area of interest between this
work and the previous works, which is mostly minimal. Thus, it can be emphasized that the efficacy of
our proposed Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion method has been successfully proved, as stated in Tables 1
and 2, and has an outperforming performance vs. its unimodal counterparts of the Soft BioHash
approach and the standard Hard BioHash approach.

7 Conclusion and Future Works

This research work aims to enhance hash-based face picture search and retrieval from large-scale
databases. Therefore, we decided to investigate whether the proposed Hard-Soft BioHash Fusion
method could more accurately retrieve the face images compared with the Hard BioHash and Soft
BioHash methods in isolation. We designed and conducted three different experiments to examine
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the impact of employing LSH and the proposed fusion approach on the performance of retrieving
face images by (1) applying LSH to hard face biometrics, (2) applying LSH to face soft biometrics,
and (3) fusing the matching scores of those LSH codes resulting from the preceding two. We have
discovered and concluded from the overall obtained performance outcomes that utilizing Hard-Soft
BioHash Fusion enhances face image retrieval performance. Nonetheless, designing a system that can
annotate soft biometric data in an automatic way for many thousands of face images in a large-scale
database remains necessary. For future work, we will consider enhancing the performance by extending
our proposed framework to extracting face image features using deep learning techniques, taking into
account the cost-effective storage and retrieval time. Moreover, the validity of the proposed method
can be expanded for applications on large-scale online databases and using more than two biometric
modalities.
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